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"A practical guide to using the TMS320C31 DSP Starter Kit
With applications and demand for high-performing digital signal processors expanding rapidly, it is becoming increasingly important for today's students and practicing engineers to master real-time digital signal processing (DSP) techniques.

Digital Signal Processing: Laboratory Experiments Using C and the TMS320C31 DSK offers users a practical—and economicalm—approach to understanding DSP principles, designs, and applications. Demonstrating Texas Instruments' (TI) state-of-the-art, low-priced DSP Starter Kit (DSK), this book clearly illustrates and integrates practical aspects of real-time DSP implementation techniques and complex DSP concepts into lab exercises and experiments. TI's TMS320C31 digital signal processor provides substantial performance benefits for designs that have floating-point capabilities supported by high-level language compilers.

Most chapters begin with a theoretical discussion followed by representative examples. With numerous programming examples using TMS320C3x and C code included on disk, this easy-to-read text: Covers DSK tools, the architecture, and instructions for the TMS320C31 processor Illustrates input and output Introduces the z-transform Discusses finite impulse response (FIR) filters, including the effect of window functions Covers infinite impulse response (IIR) filters Discusses the development and implementation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) Examines utility of adaptive filters for different applications

Bridging the gap between theory and application, this book furnishes a solid foundation for DSP lab or project design courses for students and serves as a welcome, practically oriented tutorial in the latest DSP techniques for working professionals.

    About the Author
   

RULPH CHASSAING, PhD, has been teaching real-time DSP techniques for many years and has extensive experience in offering DSP training workshops and seminars. He is currently teaching in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth. Dr. Chassaing is the author of Digital Signal Processing with C and the TMS320C30 and coauthor of Digital Signal Processing with the TMS320C25, both published by Wiley."      
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Adobe Edge Animate: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Want to create animated graphics for iPhone, iPad, and the Web, using familiar Adobe features? You’ve come to the right book. Adobe Edge Animate: The Missing Manual shows you how to build HTML5 graphics with Adobe visual tools. No programming experience? No problem. Adobe Edge Animate writes all of the code for you. With this...
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Building Scalable and High-Performance Java Web Applications Using J2EE TechnologyAddison Wesley, 2001
Building Scalable and High-Performance Java™ Web Applications Using J2EE™ Technology provides the concise roadmap Java developers and Web engineers need to build high-performance and scalable enterprise Web applications. It is unique in its focus on building efficient end-to-end solutions based...
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Windows PowerShell 4.0 for .NET DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2014

	Starting with the basics and moving steadily forward to an advanced level, this book is perfect for .NET developers who want to learn PowerShell scripting the logical way. Packed with practical examples and real-world scenarios.


	Overview

	
		Enables developers to start adopting Windows PowerShell in their own...
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Advanced Topics in End User Computing, Vol. 3Idea Group Publishing, 2004
This text features the latest research findings dealing with end user computing concepts, issues, and trends. It provides a forum to advance the practice and understanding of end user computing in organizations.

Advanced Topics in End User Computing features the latest research findings dealing with end user computing concepts,...
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Modern Business Management: Creating a Built-to-Change OrganizationApress, 2017

	
		Transform your entire organization, not just a part of it. Take a modern look now that the world is focusing on business agility rather than thinking about team-level or even scaled Agile.

	
		Many people and businesses believe that “doing Agile” will solve all their business and organizational problems. The...
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Web Engineering Advancements and Trends: Building New Dimensions of Information Technology (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	As countless failures in information technology and Web-based systems are caused by an incorrect understanding of knowledge sharing, an increased awareness of modern, fundamental industry concepts becomes crucial to Web and interface developers.


	Web Engineering Advancements and Trends: Building New Dimensions of Information...
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